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FOREWORD

Dear presenters and participants,
Welcome to the “UM de UNIVERSE (UM Department of English
Undergraduate Interversity Conference on English) 2020”. This year’s
theme is Life during the Pandemic: Opportunities and Challenges.
The theme of this year conference is special as it describes what people see,
feel, and think of a situation where threat and uncertainty really occur in their
lives. A deadly new virus called Covid-19 has significantly changed many
aspects of life, particularly education. Teachers and students are required to
adjust themselves into a circumstance which is very different and beyond
their habits. They have to wear masks whenever and wherever they are, wash
their hands with water or hand sanitizer more regularly, keep their social and
physical distances, and avoid handshaking.
In the teaching and learning context, teachers are no longer allowed to meet
their students face to face in the classroom. Instead, they are asked to utilize
online instruction platforms to meet their students “in the sky”. Here, they
can see faces and hear voices yet are unable to touch. To be able to undertake
online instruction, they are also “forced” to be familiar with some platforms
such as Zoom, Google Meet, Goggle Classroom, WA, YouTube, Facebook,
etc. including how to operate them for teaching and learning purposes. At the
same time, they have to make sure they have stable internet connection,
adequate internet quota, and accesses to make the communication and
interaction run well.
These are challenges and opportunities teachers and students confront in the
pandemic time. I do hope both of them are able to change the obstacles to be
opportunities for the sake of learning and surviving. Thus, this conference is
worth joining. I do believe you will get a lot of benefits and insights through
presenting, sharing and discussing in this prestigious event.
I thank the Advisor of HMJ, Ibu Dr. Niamika El Khoiri and all committee
members who have worked hard to make this event possible. Thank you so
much for your active participations and contributions.

Best Regards,

Suharyadi,
Head, Department of English Faculty of Letters Universitas Negeri Malang.

NOTES

1. Do not leave the meeting room during the event without any confirmation
to the committee
2. Turn off the audio and do not left any comment while the speaker presents
the material
3. Be ready in the meeting room 5 minutes before the event starts
4. Make sure your connection is stable
5. Use the real name when joining the event
6. Use appropriate language in the chat column
7. Click ‘raise hand feature’ to ask a question
8. Keep staying in the all sessions to get e-certificate
9. Do not share the meeting link to others
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Saturday,
October, 24th 2020
TIME

AGENDA

08.30 – 08.45

Opening

08.45 – 09.30

1st Plenary Session

09.30 – 09.35

Break

09.35 – 10.20

1st Parallel Session

10.20 – 10.25

Break

10.25 – 11.10

2nd Plenary Session

11.10 – 11.25

Closing
Sunday,

October, 25th 2020
TIME

AGENDA

08.30 – 08.45

Opening

08.45 – 09.30

3rdPlenary Session

09.30 – 09.35

Break

09.35 – 10.35

2ndParallel Session

10.35 – 10.50

Closing

PARALLEL SESSION 1


Breakout Room 1
1. Adelia Almira Kurniawati
(The Effect of Using ‘Italkutalk’ As Online Learning Platform on Improving
Learners’ Pronunciation Ability)



Breakout Room 2
1. Aidha Azizah Amatullah
(The Role of Epistemic Beliefs in Extensive Reading)

2. Aniesa
(Being an Autonomous Learner During Covid-19 Pandemic: an English
Department Student’s Story)

PARALLEL SESSION 2


Breakout Room 1
1. Leoni Damayanti
(The Use of Creative Writing As a Way to Cure Human’s Depression During
the Pandemic)

2. Dani Samuel Budiawan
(Deixis Analysis in the Who Director-General’s Opening Remarks at the
Media Briefing on Covid-19 Since July 2020)



Breakout Room 2
1. Eleazar Evan Moeljono
(Improving English Reading Attitude and Proficiency of Middle School
Teachers Through Reading Discussion Group)

2. Azizatum Mu’afah
(Developing a Smartphone Application Prototype As Digital Supplementary
Reading Materials for the Tenth Graders of Agriculture Study Program of
Vocational High School)

3. Febriana Aminatul Husna
(The Anyalysis of Swearing and Taboo Expression in “Dat Stick” Song By
Rich Brian)
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“KEEP ORIGINAL”: LINGUISTIC LANDSCAPE
AND TRANSLANGUAGING IN MALANG

Dr. Nurenzia Yannuar
Universitas Negeri Malang, Indonesia
Nurenzia.yannuar.fs@um.ac.id

Abstract
During the COVID-19 pandemic, we can focus on linguistics
research methods that do not require direct human contacts, such as
Linguistic Landscape (LL), a field that addresses the visibility of linguistic
signs and symbols on public display (Landry & Bourhis 1997). In this
presentation, I combine LL with the concept of translanguaging, a situation
where speakers play with different languages in their repertoire and create
new identities and values (Li, 2011). I intend to show how translanguaging is
performed by football fan communities in the public urban space of Malang
to construct a specific identity. In doing so, I first explore the sociolinguistic
situation in Indonesia with a focus on its language policies and education
curriculum in order to contextualize the position of the languages spoken in
the city. Observations of primary data that includes texts written on posters
and banners found around the city during the anniversary of its favorite
football team suggests that English as a global language has gained a
stronger position in the public landscape alongside the national language,
Indonesian. Javanese, a local language with a declining vitality, is rarely
used, while Walikan, a segment-based reversal language that combines
Javanese words with Indonesian and English words, is thriving. Speakers

engage in a “translanguaging space”, where they creatively combine a less
prestigious local language with languages of higher statuses. Within this
space, speakers project a modern and forward-looking identity but still
maintain their local roots. This study, therefore, offers a way to look into the
multi-faceted identities of multilingual speakers. In addition, the study
suggests another factor in language management besides education
curriculums and official regulation, that is, speakers’ eagerness to keep their
local linguistic practices alive.
Keywords: Indonesian; Javanese; English; translanguaging; identity
Biodata
Nurenzia Yannuar is a lecturer at Universitas Negeri Malang,
Indonesia. She completed her PhD at Leiden University Centre for
Linguistics (LUCL) in October 2019. Her doctoral research was on the
structure and development of Bòsò Walikan Malangan (‘Malang-style
reversal language’), a word-reversal practice in the East Javanese variety of
Malang.

The

monograph

can

be

downloaded

here:

https://www.lotpublications.nl/boso-walikan-malangan-structure-anddevelopment-of-a-javanese-reversed-language.
She is now affiliated as a post-doc fellow to Dr. Tom Hoogervorst’s
NWO/VENI project ‘The language of popular culture’, at KITLV. Their
current project explores the sociolinguistics of plurilingualism that are used
in Tjamboek Berdoeri’s Lelatoe jang Djadi Laoetan Api.

WHY LITERATURE (STILL) MATTERS IN TIMES OF CRISIS

Nanang Endaryanto
Universitas Brawijaya, Indonesia

Abstract
Why do we bother with literature? We might argue that we know
about an outbreak of the Covid-19 recently it is through different kinds of
stories or precisely of what we are being told. In this sense, literary works are
unique as they often provide narratives (ways of telling stories) that shed
light on the on-going or upcoming crisis by offering a better chance of
understanding. In this short talk, we will examine how some literary works
have represented crises and then evaluate those narratives to what senses
they are relevant for us now. In short, we will investigate whether literary
works can articulate crises in a relatively better critical stance than the
existing stories so far.
Biodata
Nanang Endaryanto, lecturer of the major of Sastra Inggris (2002 –
present) of the discipline of Language and Literature in the faculty of
Science of Culture of the University of Brawijaya. The graduate program had
been done in the major of English Literature of the University of Jember
(1999) and post-graduate in the University of Twente (2002), The
Netherlands. Currently, he is completing his doctorate program in The Study
of Critical Media and Cultural Study in SOAS, University of London. The
discipline that appeals to him are the ones of drama literature, theater, and
cultural study.

IN THE CLASSROOM, EVERY MIND MATTERS!
Salma Al Mardhiyyah
Universitas Negeri Malang
salma.almardhiyyah@gmail.com

Abstract
Extended shutdowns caused by the COVID-19 pandemic forces the
majority of the world population to take intensive measures by limiting
outside activities, including ones related to education. Indonesia, as one of
the countries which is still trying to flatten down the rising curve, has
established “Study from Home” regulation for the last seven months. Despite
the limitations existing, the Indonesian government, Ministry of Education,
teachers, school administrators, parents, as well as the students themselves
are contributing their best efforts to keep the classrooms alive, even if the
experience is not likely able to provide the same learning opportunities
obtained in face-to-face meetings. Often, in order to ensure the learning
process, teachers and students tend to ignore their physical and mental
wellbeing, which are both critical at the present time. When the stress and
concerns in the classroom begin to overwhelm as an impact of the COVID19 pandemic, everything is at a great risk. Thus, what should teachers and
students do in the classroom to take care of each other’s minds?
Biodata
Salma Al Mardhiyyah is an ELT-Enthusiast fresh graduate from
Universitas Negeri Malang, Indonesia. She was born in Malang, 09
September 1997 and lives in Perumahan Srigarding dalam Kav. 08 Malang
65141. Her research interest were on English Language Teaching, English

for Young Learners, Second Language Acquisition, ELT & Technology, and
English as a Second Language.
She was a student of MTs Tarbiyatul Iman (2016-2018) and TPQ
Madin Al Hikam (2017-2018). She has been joined in English Club at
SMPN 3 Malang, English Club at SDN Bareng 03 Malang, tutor English
speak up, private tutoring kindergarten-university level, and translating
national and international Scientific Article.
She was a presenter in UM De Universe 2019- National Conference
for Undergraduate Students and a presenter in UM iNELTAL 2019International Conference for Undergraduate, Graduate, and Post Graduates.
She was a delegate of Universitas Negeri Malang in SEAMEO’s SEA
Teacher Project for Southeast Asia Batch 8. She was the 2 nd winner in
International Essay Contest for SEA Teacher Alumni 2019. She won the first
place in Essay Contest ASEED Universitas Singaperbangsa Karawang 2020
and successfully be the winner in 3rd place in Calls for Research
Competition: Universitas Atma Jaya Jogjakarta 2020.
She followed some programs such as Warrawong High School’s Best
Representation of Journey and Transformation in ‘New Beginnnings’ 2020,
Links to Learning L.O.T.E. Program by the Department of Education and
Training of MCCI 2012, St John’s Statement of Attainment of First Aid,
CPR, and Basic Emergency Life Support 2012, Access Community Group
Statement for Attainment for Certificate II Retail SIR20207 2012, Student
Hospitality Program by NOVOTEL Wallongong Northbeach 2012,
SNAPKIC Program by Lake Illawarra PCYC 2012, National Parks and
Wildlife Service Voluntary Services in the Royal Area 2012, Shellharbour
City’s valuable community service work by the mayor of Shellharbour City
2012, and English Day Chiang Rai Municipality School 2 2019.

She was a volunteer of Connect Up Project with the Porth Kembla
Youth Project 2010, Australia Red Cross with St Francis of Asisi 2012 and a
volunteer in Lake Illawarra PCYC 2020.
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THE ANALYSIS OF SWEARING AND TABOO EXPRESSION
IN “DAT STICK” SONG BY RICH BRIAN

Febriana Aminatul Khusna
Universitas Tidar
khusnafebriana736@gmail.com

Abstract
Dat stick is the one of famous song by Rich Brian. In this song, there
are some swearing and taboo expressions. The aim of this study is to
investigate swearing and taboo expression in “Dat Stick” song by Rich
Brian. In this song, the researcher found there are 11 of swearing and taboo
expression. Fuck, bitch, mother fuck and damn are the expression that found
in the song. Those words are used from the singer to express his feeling.
Related with this song, it can be concluded that the use of the swearing and
taboo expressions is used by someone who is feeling angry, threatening and
emphasis word. Descriptive qualitative method is used in this paper in order
to get the best data.

Keywords:Swearing and taboo expression, Dat Stick song, descriptive
qualitative method.

Biodata
Febriana Aminatul Khusna: student of English Education Department,
Faculty of Education and Teacher Training, Universitas Tidar

THE EFFECT OF USING ‘ITALKUTALK’AS ONLINE LEARNING
PLATFORM ON IMPROVING EFL LEARNERS'
PRONUNCIATION ABILITY

Adelia Almira Kurniawati
University of Jember
adeliaalmira38@gmail.com

Abstract
The development of technology is proven to be able to present an
opportunity for further learning future of ELT. This is due to the influence
of technology in the area of mobile-assisted language learning that supports
the quality of learning activities. During its development, many kinds of
applications can be accessed by EFL learners. This study is carried out to
identify the effect of using ‘iTalkuTalk’ application as one of the online
learning platforms to improve EFL learners’ pronunciation ability among
undergraduate students at the University of Jember, Faculty of Teacher
Training and Education, English Education Program. Thus, the respondents
consisted of 10 undergraduate students who were selected in the study. They
were divided into 5 female students and 5 male students.In conducting the
research, the observer chose to provide treatment for the respondents to use
the application during the activities. Then, the data were gathered by using a
questionnairetoward using the ‘iTalkuTalk’ application. The data collected
from the questionnaire will be fully analyzed. The results of the data
analysis show that the use of the ‘iTalkuTalk’ application enhances
students’ interest and motivation in learning English pronunciation. The

results also indicate the increase in student’s real exposure in the English
language. In addition, the studyof these three findings isvaluable to the
establishment of online learning during the pandemic.
Keywords:Application, English Pronunciation, MALL (Mobile-Assisted
Language Learning)
Biodata
My name is Adelia Almira Kurniawati. Everyone can call me Adelia. I was
born on November 14th, 1999, and raised in Banyuwangi. I live at Panjaitan
Street No. 85 Banyuwangi. I am about to be 21 years old this year. My
major is English Education Program at the University of Jember, and I am
currently taking the fifth semester. I enjoy reading books and creating ELT
media. Since I was little, I have always been interested in learning English
language which leads me to enter English Education Program to hopefully
pursue my career as an English lecturer in the future.

THE ROLE OF EPISTEMIC BELIEFS IN EXTENSIVE READING

Aidha Azizah Amatullah
University of Brawijaya
aidhaazizah@student.ub.ac.id
Abstract
One of important skills in learning language is reading. Reading
makes student’s understanding in language to be increase. Extensive reading
is affected by some aspects that have role, and one of the aspects is
epistemic beliefs. The research’s aim of this study is exploring the
correlation of epistemic beliefs and extensive reading. The data needed are
collected through library research. The researcher finds data from previous
research that discuss about epistemic beliefs and extensive reading. This
research finds out what is epistemic belief that has big impact with students’
firm belief of knowledge, element that affects epistemic beliefs’ level,
influence for extensive reading, and urgency of high epistemic beliefs.
Based on the research finding, it indicates that epistemic beliefs have
important impact in extensive reading. It shows that high level of epistemic
beliefs affects students’ spirit and motivation to reach the goal of learning in
extensive reading. Students with high level of epistemic beliefs have more
chances to develop their knowledge in reading.
Keywords: epistemic beliefs, extensive reading, learning motivation

Biodata
My name is Aidha Azizah Amatullah and my friends usually call me Aidha.
I was born on April 14th, 1999. I am from Semarang. When I was in Senior
High School, I was studying at Senior High School 3 Salatiga. Now, I am
studying at Faculty of Cultural Studies, Universitas Brawijaya. My major is
English language education. I join two organizations that are AEELS
(Association of English Language Education Students) Faculty Cultural
Studies, Universitas Brawijaya and FPMA (Forum Pengajar Muda AEELS).
I am interested in research that investigates about the role of epistemic
beliefs toward students’ achievement especially in extensive reading.

BEING AN AUTONOMOUS LEARNER DURING COVID-19
PANDEMIC:
AN ENGLISH DEPARTMENT STUDENT’S STORY

Aniesa
Universitas Darussalam Gontor
aniesacutee@gmail.com

Abstract

This study analyzes myself being an autonomous learner during
COVID-19 pandemic. It focuses on my dual roles as both a teacher at a
pesantren, that is, teaching my juniors and being an English department
student. The data is collected using my journal as the primary source of
data. I only made notes on Basic English Grammar course since I am
interested in the course. I kept notes for 2 weeks before the Midterm Test.
During that period, I realized that being an autonomous learner is very
challenging since I had to learn the materials by myself as well as doing the
assignment given by my lecturer. Being an autonomous learner also enables
me to manage my time well since I get to teach in the morning until
afternoon and then continued with having classes until late evening. This
COVID-19 pandemic has disrupted students in their learning not to mention
being a student like myself. Hopefully, this study is able to add some
scholarly contribution to students’ experiences in coping with learning
during COVID-19 pandemic.
Keywords: autonomous learner, COVID-19 pandemic, English department
student’s story

Biodata
Aniesa is now an undergraduate student with the Department of English
Language Education at Universitas Darussalam Gontor Campus for Girls. In
the future, she wants to be an English teacher because she has been
interested in English since she was a kid. She can be contacted via
aniesacutee@gmail.com.

THE USE OF CREATIVE WRITING AS A WAY TO CURE
HUMAN’S DEPRESSION DURING THE PANDEMIC

Leoni Damayanti
University of Brawijaya
damayantileoni@gmail.com
Abstract

Most people who suffer from the pandemic were currently stay at
home and not productive at all. Sometimes it becomes a burden and in the
end there will be a damage into people’s mental health. The common mental
illness is depression. One of the alternatives to cure the depression is using
the creative writing. Creative writing known as free writing that full of arts
and focused on entertain the readers. The main reason why creative writing
can help people with depressed was because it considered as self-expressive
of the writer itself. The purpose of this paper is to identify whether the
creative writing is able to cure human’s depression or not. Moreover, a few
ideas on how writing might help to against depression are 1) always
appreciate our writing, 2) not only words, but also art 3) write about what
you’ve loved. The result showed that creative writing was possible to cure
human’s depression during this pandemic. The finding showed that there
were obstacles in proving whether creative writing was the best solution or
not to help human’s depression.
Keywords: creative writing, human’s depression, the pandemic

Biodata
Hi. My name is Leoni Damayanti. A twenty-second girl. One of a student in
Brawijaya University from Faculty of Cultural Studies batch 2017 with the
major is English Language and Education. Now I am a seventh-term student
which doing a research for my final paper. I also excited about some topics
which discuss about psychology, so that is why I wrote this abstract.
Meanwhile, I just wrote down what comes into my mind. Thank you.

DEIXIS ANALYSIS IN THE WHO DIRECTOR-GENERAL’S
OPENING REMARKS AT THE MEDIA BRIEFING ON COVID-19
SINCE JULY 2020 UNTIL AUGUST 2020

Dani Samuel Budiawan
University of Brawijaya
dani.samuel40@gmail.com

Abstract

The jeopardy of Covid-19 pandemic made people more vocal to
express cautions and warnings to prevent the virus spread. It is WHO
(World Health Organization) which responsible to global health matters
through

health

systems,

the

life-course,

non-communicable

and

communicable diseases, preparedness, surveillance and response, and
corporate services. Based on the role, the Official Public Service
Announcement of this organization have right to publish official speeches
during on Corona virus. This research aims to find what are kinds of deixis
expressions found in WHO director-general’s opening remarks at the media
briefing on Covid-19 from July 2020 until August 2020. It also scrutinizes
any significant differences in the use of deixis among WHO written speech,
political written speech, and religious written speech. The research will be
conducted by using descriptive qualitative method, then analyze them by
using theory of Levinson(1983), interpret the reference of each meaning of
deixis. This study focuses on some types of deixis namely person, spatial,
temporal, social, and discourse deixis.

Keywords: deixis, pragmatics, WHO, type of deixis

Biodata
I am a student who takes an acceleration program at Brawijaya University.
It can be defined that I will be expected to graduate from a bachelor’s
degree and a master’s degree in 5 years. This year (2020/2021), I take my
last year in a bachelor's degree and my first year in a master's degree. My
bachelor's study program in English Language Education. My master's study
program is Linguistics science. In my master's study program, I take a
specialization in Educational linguistics. I am interested in researching
Pragmatics, Educational linguistics, and Language teaching.

IMPROVING ENGLISH READING ATTITUDE AND
PROFICIENCY OF MIDDLE SCHOOL TEACHERS THROUGH
READING DISCUSSION GROUP
Eleazar Evan Moeljono
Universitas Brawijaya
el22ezer@gmail.com

Abstract

COVID-19 pandemic has significantly changed our society in every
aspect, which inevitably includes teaching and learning activities. During
this situation, immense innovation and improvement in every level, as well
as secondary level is strongly essential. Diverse options of useful teaching
and learning resources are widely available on the internet. However, the
dominance of English resources on the internet burdens local middle school
teachers in Indonesia who do not possess adequate level of English
proficiency. It is not a surprise since non-English teachers barely use
English on a daily basis. Considering the fact and reality that is happening
right now, a strategy in helping non-English middle school teachers
comprehending English is urgently needed, prominently in reading
comprehension. The ability of reading discussion groups to catalyze
interaction between teachers offers a great potential to improve teachers’
English reading attitude and proficiency. This activity involves reflectionin-action between dialogues during the discussion that fosters not only
cognitive aspects, but also social and emotional aspects that align with the
principal of adult learning. As a result, the problem that middle school
teachers face in attaining teaching and learning resources on the internet can
be solved sufficiently without demanding too much from the teachers. In

addition, the sustainable culture of teachers as learners can be formed
automatically during the process.

Keywords: Middle school teachers, reading discussion group, adult
learning

Biodata
Eleazar Evan Moeljono is a penultimate year undergraduate student
majoring in English Language Education Program of Universitas Brawijaya.
He has been involved in numerous teaching and learning activities before he
enrolled at university. His teaching experience ranges from primary level as
a voluntary teacher to university level as a teaching assistant. Currently, he
is working remotely as a special project intern in two local schools, helping
them to navigate improvement and innovation in learning during the
pandemic. One of the innovations he has been doing is improving the
teachers’ English proficiency.

DEVELOPING A SMARTPHONE APPLICATION PROTOTYPE AS
DIGITAL SUPPLEMENTARY READING MATERIALS FOR THE
TENTH GRADERS OF AGRICULTURE STUDY PROGRAMOF
VOCATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL

Azizatum Mu’afah
UniversitasNegeri Malang
azizatummuafah@gmail.com

Abstract

The use of technology in language learning has improved the
development of educational products. Related to reading, it makes reading
materials is not limited to printed-text only. The Mobile-assisted Language
Learning (MALL) makes smartphone has big impact on education since it
can be used as a device to access variety of technology-based learning
materials. In such a way, the development of learning materials that can be
accessed from a smartphone is highly needed these days. Thus, the need for
accessible learning material from mobile phone is crucial to students,
especially during the current situation where online learning is carried out.
Since students should do distance learning with teachers, mobile application
can be an additional material which can accommodate students to learn
independently. The current study is conducted to develop a prototype of a
smartphone application to support the integration of technology to the
practice of English Language Teaching in Indonesia. The R&D model of
Borg and Gall (2003)was used for the development of this digital
supplementary reading materials prototype. The final version of the product
consists of a manual book in the form of .pdf and a smartphone application
named ‘SEEDs.’

Keywords: Mobile-assisted Language Learning (MALL), supplementary
reading materials, Research & Development,
Biodata
Azizatum Mu’afah is an undergraduate student from English
Language Teaching, English Department, Faculty of Letters, Universitas
Negeri Malang. She is interested in education and has experience in
teaching young learners, junior high school students, senior high school
students, undergraduate students, and convicts. She had spent two years in
an educational volunteer program and had an opportunity to became a chief
in the division of Education and Innovation for a year. Her current interests
include technology-based learning and teaching and instructional product
development.
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